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Bio
Debuting in 2020, Scott Falcon writes cutting-edge, characterdriven, thrillers.
Scott dives deep into the worlds unique to each novel: technology,
science, the military, crime and law enforcement, politics, sports,
and ecology.
He is a wildlife and conservation advocate, and a member/sponsor
of the following organizations: The Wounded Warrior Project,
Wild Oceans, Greenpeace, The World Wildlife Fund, the Sea
Shepard Conservation Society, and the International Anti-Poaching
Foundation. Scott lives in Ventura, California. Learn more at
ScottFalcon.com
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Books

American Mutt
The Crime of the Century. A maverick journalist with a black hole past
uncovers an invisible cabal bent on destroying American sovereignty.
When five public figures vanish, the journalist becomes the hunted, so
he goes on the run to find his anonymous deep source. But when the
kidnapper emerges online, there is no record of him ever existing—and
nothing is what it seems.
Reviews:
American Mutt is my new favorite book. A solid and all-around great read. Falcon’s truly creative actionand twist-filled story takes the reader on a crazy ride that is both suspenseful, novel fiction and a realistic,
relevant warning that will hit close to home. The characters are believable (I feel like I know them
personally), the plot is fast and tortuous, and the story itself is thrilling. But the author also has blended
in elements of critical and discomfiting current political and social goings-on, exposing devious deeds that
have been hiding in plain sight in America. Some of it is downright scary—even more so because it’s real
and true. When you finish the book and can finally put it down…you’ll keep thinking about it; as the
author cautions, nothing is what it seems. 5.0 out of 5 stars - AC - Instant fan of Scott Falcon!
Reviewed on Amazon
Want something different to read" This novel will surely satisfy that one. American Mutt was a gripping
novel from start to finish. Not usually a fan of this type of thriller, this one got my attention from the
start - unique beginning and very intriguing throughout. Scott Falcon came up with a very unusual plot
with twists and turns that keep you hurrying to see what happens next. Loved this book! 5.0 out of 5
stars Dutch Shaner - Politics, plots, good guys! - Reviewed on Amazon

2040. Technology stops working. All of it. No internet. No screens. Not
even cars. But one thing is working—A.I. It crossed the THRESHOLD.
No going back. An autistic savant holds the key to the future. Any future.
If there’s going to be one.
Reviews
An engrossing story set in 2040 when the race to create Super Intelligent
Artificial Intelligence is keeping the brilliant minds of the world on their
toes. A fascinating world where the Stream gives people their every
experience without leaving home. Thrills at every turn, Kip Wilde is willing to do all he can to
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cure his daughter Becca of ALS. Kept me up all night reading, reading and still reading until I
could no longer keep my eyes open! Excellent world building and language creation… 5.0 out of
5 stars - Jeannette A.0 SIAI - Reviewed on Amazon
Threshold The best kind of science fiction, this takes you on ride to ask questions, to think &
wonder. 5.0 out of 5 stars Judy Kastner – Google Play - July 6, 2020
Threshold is an amazing book! 5.0 out of 5 stars Lkaterie Neal – Google Play - July 1, 2020
Most interesting negative review: The launching sequence became just too stressful for me.
Patricia Kenworthy – Reviewed on Amazon

CELERITY
Speed Kills. A college track athlete ingests a rare plant extract and
becomes the fastest woman in history… and the first to play in the
NFL. Then the side effects kick in. For a wide receiver, there's always a
catch.
Release date 07.15.2020

Amazon Bestseller Lists
American Mutt – Top 10 political thrillers, Top 100 American Literature
Threshold – Number 1 hard science fiction, Number 3 technothrillers
Celerity – Publication date 07.15.2020

Q&A
From interview on ManyBooks.net –July 2020

Do you have any interesting writing habits? What is an average writing day like
for you?
Coffee, then outside with nature for a bit to think. I live in an amazing place, Ventura,
California, so I am surrounded by nature in one of the best climates on the planet. I soak that
in every morning. Then I write until sometime in the afternoon when the creative fires
subside.
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Do any of your characters take off on their own tangent and refuse to do what
you had planned for them?
Yes, on occasion, but usually their actions stay within their core. Although Celerity, the main
character in my third novel arcs significantly to the dark side. I guess the answer depends if
the character is a steadfast or an arcing character.

What are you working on right now?
TideFall. It’s about an eco-terrorist that sets up a violent vigilante global network to attack
the poachers, polluters, and pillagers of the natural world in a way the feckless politicians
won’t.
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